Abstract. The analogue of the left regular representation of a locally compact groupoid is constructed in the Hausdor¤ as well as in the non-Hausdor¤ case. A necessary and su‰cient condition for a locally compact groupoid with a cocycle to be Morita equivalent to a group action is obtained. As an application, the C Ã -algebras of a class of inverse semigroups is shown to be Morita-equivalent to crossed products of groups by abelian C Ã -algebras.
Introduction
This paper is devoted to some questions concerning groupoid C Ã -algebras-in particular in the non-Hausdor¤ case-and the relations between groupoids and inverse semigroups.
Groupoid C Ã -algebras have been studied for years. A systematic development of the fundamentals of the theory of groupoid C Ã -algebras was provided by Jean Renault in [17] , which is the classical reference for the subject. More or less at the same time, A. Connes ([2] ) showed how groupoid C Ã -algebras have to be used in the study of geometric objects as natural as foliations. In Connes' work ( [4] ), various groupoids arise, in order to explain all kinds of geometric phenomena: foliations, Penrose tilings, deformations . . . Furthermore, groupoids turn out to take into account, somewhat unexpectedly, various kinds of geometric phenomena (e.g. coarse geometry-cf. [21] ). groupoids actually occur in many important examples of foliations, such as the Reeb foliation. Alain Connes ([3] , [4] ) explained which is the right modification to be made in treating the non-Hausdor¤ groupoids (at least in the foliation case): one just needs to change the definition of the algebra of continuous compactly supported functions C c ðGÞ. However, a few facts, known in the Hausdor¤ case have to be clarified in the construction of faithful representations and faithful families of representations for the reduced C Ã -algebra.
We view the analogue of L 1 ðGÞ as a quotient, with a quotient norm and this allows us to clarify its properties and give an alternate way of describing the full C Ã -algebra in the nonHausdor¤ case (cf. [17] , [18] ). We also construct 'the regular representation' of a groupoid: in the Hausdor¤ case, this representation takes place on a natural Hilbert module L 2 ðGÞ over C 0 ðX Þ where X is the space G ð0Þ of units of G. In the non-Hausdor¤ case, we construct a natural locally compact space Y, which contains X as a dense subset: Y is the spectrum of a suitable C Ã -algebra of bounded Borel functions on X. If G is Hausdor¤, X and Y coincide. In general, we construct a Hilbert C 0 ðY Þ-module on which the reduced C Ã -algebra C Ã r ðGÞ of G acts faithfully.
This representation of C Ã r ðGÞ points to the following subtle point. If D is a dense subset of X, the family of regular representations associated with the elements of D needs not be faithful. For these representations to be faithful one has to assume that D is dense in Y, which is a strictly stronger assumption. This is due to the fact that the inclusion map X ! Y is not continuous and thus a dense subset of X is not always dense in Y (see Corollary 2.11). This rather surprising appearence of a ''breaking'' of the spectrum turns out to be an important input of the first counterexamples to the Baum-Connes conjecture ( [9] ). Applying these results to the foliation case, we give a refinement of the main result of [7] : we show that if ðX ; F Þ is a minimal foliation such that the set of points with trivial holonomy group is dense for the topology of Y, then the foliation C Ã -algebra is simple (Remark 2.12).
As an application of our construction we investigate connections with inverse semigroup C Ã -algebras. The study of inverse semigroup C Ã -algebras was initiated by J. Duncan and A. Paterson ([5] ) and has since attracted the attention of a number of authors ( [8] , [20] , [6] ). By the very definition of inverse semigroups, their C Ã -algebras are closely related to the important class of C Ã -algebras generated by isometries and partial isometries such as Toeplitz algebras, Cuntz algebras and Cuntz-Krieger algebras, just to mention a few examples. Here we focus our attention on the intrinsic connections between inverse semigroup C Ã -algebras and groupoid C Ã -algebras. Given an inverse semigroup S, let X be the spectrum of the commutative C Ã -algebra generated by the idempotents of S. Then S can be viewed as a pseudogroup of partial transformations of X. Associated to it is a locally compact groupoid-the groupoid of S. The inverse semigroup S and its groupoid have the same C Ã -algebras. Using this fact, we prove that the C Ã -algebra of a large class of Eunitary inverse semigroups (the class contains all F-inverse semigroups) are Morita equivalent to the crossed product of an abelian C Ã -algebra by a group.
A summary of the paper is as follows.
. In section one, we discuss groupoid C . In section two, natural Hilbert modules associated with groupoids are introduced and the regular representation of a groupoid is constructed. The main results of this section are Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.10 showing that the regular representation of G is a faithful representation of C Ã r ðGÞ. Moreover, we find a su‰cient condition on a subset D H X , the unit space of G, so that the family of regular representations given by D is faithful on C Ã r ðGÞ. We end with the above mentioned application to foliations.
. Section three consists of applications of the previous sections to inverse semigroups. As noted above to an inverse semigroup S a groupoid G S is associated such that
. Our construction of G S follows that of A. Paterson ( [16] ), but most arguments are simplified and are shorter. In particular, thanks to Lemma 1.4 we give an independent and more conceptual proof of the isomorphism C Ã ðG S Þ G C Ã ðSÞ than the one given in [16] . As well we fix a small gap in the proof of the fact that C Ã r ðG S Þ G C Ã r ðSÞ in the case G S is non-Hausdor¤ (we will elaborate on this in section 2 and 3). We then shift our attention to E-unitary inverse semigroups. For such inverse semigroups, the natural cocycle from G S onto the maximal group homomorphic image of S is faithful. We find algebraic conditions (similar conditions appear in the algebraic theory of inverse semigroups) on S for the cocycle to be closed and transverseresulting in Corollary 3.11.
Groupoid C*-algebras
We begin this section by recalling basic definitions, notation and terminology from groupoids and groupoid C Ã -algebras. For the details and the proofs of the basic facts we refer to [17] , [14] and [1] .
Let G be a groupoid, then -G ð0Þ will denote its space of units; If G is r-discrete, which means that the range and source maps are local homeomorphisms, then a possible choice for n x is the counting measure on G x . Denote, by ðG; nÞ a locally compact groupoid together with a fixed Haar system. Then A is going to be a normed Ã-algebra under the following operations. For f ; g A A, let
where x ¼ sðgÞ. The norm on A is defined by
The full groupoid C Ã -algebra C Ã ðG; nÞ (or C Ã ðGÞ when there is no ambiguity on the Haar system) is defined to be the enveloping C Ã -algebra of the Banach Ã-algebra obtained by completion of A with respect to the norm k k 1 .
One shows that, for every f A A and x A G ð0Þ , the operator l x ð f Þ is bounded and we have kl x ð f Þk e k f k 1 . We thus get a bounded Ã-representation l x of A on L 2 ðG x ; n x Þ. The reduced norm on A is
which is a C Ã -norm.
The reduced C Ã -algebra C system) is defined to be the C Ã -algebra obtained by completion of A with respect to k k r . Clearly, C Ã r ðGÞ is a quotient of C Ã ðGÞ.
The full and reduced C Ã -algebras don't depend-up to Morita equivalence on the Haar system n ( [17] ).
Remark (cf. [17] ). It may be worth noticing that the above 'usual' conventions for groupoid algebras are slightly di¤erent from the conventions for groups (in the non unimodular case). The main di¤erence is equation (1) for the adjoint. In fact, if G is a locally compact group, there is a natural Ã-homomorphism from the algebra L 1 ðGÞ for G as seen as a groupoid to L 1 ðGÞ for G seen as a group given by f 7 ! D 1=2 f . It is then not di‰cult to see that, although this homomorphism is not onto, those two algebras have the same enveloping C Ã -algebra-because they have the same representations: unitary representations of G.
B. The non-Hausdor¤ case. Many natural examples of groupoids, such as some interesting foliation groupoids, are non-Hausdor¤. Let us fix our setting and then explain the modifications that have to be made in order to cover this case. Furthermore all the groupoids here will be assumed to be s-compact.
These conditions are satisfied by all important examples (such as holonomy groupoids). The following example may seem somewhat unnatural; however it illustrates the kind of singularities which naturally occur in non-Hausdor¤ foliation groupoids.
1.2. Example. Let G be a non trivial discrete group, X a compact space and x 0 A X a non isolated point. Then, G Â X is a groupoid with rðg; xÞ ¼ sðg; xÞ ¼ x and ðg; xÞðh; xÞ ¼ ðgh; xÞ. Define an equivalence relation on G Â X by ðg; xÞ @ ðh; xÞ if x 3 x 0 . The quotient space G ¼ G Â X =@, endowed with the quotient topology and groupoid structure is a non-Hausdor¤ locally compact groupoid in the above sense. Indeed, denote by ðg; xÞ the class in G of ðg; xÞ A G Â X . Then, ðg; xÞ converges to ðg; x 0 Þ as x ! x 0 for any g A G.
1) Jean-Louis Tu pointed out to us that this is automatic, since the diagonal of G x is the set fðg; g 0 Þ A G x Â G x ; rðg 0 Þ ¼ þðgÞ; g À1 g 0 ¼ xg and by c) points are closed subsets of G.
Khoshkam and Skandalis, Groupoid C Ã -algebras
As a set, G is the disjoint union of G Â fx 0 g and X nfx 0 g.
Let G be a, not necessarily Hausdor¤, locally compact groupoid. As pointed out by Alain Connes ( [2] ), one has to modify the choice of A; indeed C c ðGÞ has no natural convolution algebra structure and is too small to capture the topological or di¤erential structure of G.
For instance, in the case of Example 1.2, C c ðGÞ consists of functions that are constant on G Â fx 0 g and therefore vanish if G is infinite. The space C c ðGÞ therefore contains very little information on G.
Following [2] , we define A to be the space of complex valued functions on G spanned by functions which vanish outside a compact (Hausdor¤ ) subset K of G and are continuous on a neighborhood of K. Since in a non-Hausdor¤ space a compact set may not be closed, members of A are not necessarily continuous on G. In the case of Example 1.2, the algebra A consists of pairs ðj; cÞ A C c ðGÞ Â CðX Þ such that cðx 0 Þ ¼ P g A G jðgÞ.
The following result gives a practical way to describe all the elements of A. We now show how the various objects associated with a Hausdor¤ groupoid are defined in the non-Hausdor¤ case thanks to the modified definition of A.
. The Haar system of a non-Hausdor¤ groupoid is defined as before: the support and invariance conditions are the same as in the Hausdor¤ case; the continuity condition c) is exactly the same as in the non-Hausdor¤ case with respect to the modified A. Note that if G is r-discrete (as for instance in Example 1.2), the family n x of counting measure on G x satisfies the above conditions.
Formula (2) gives
Note that by the continuity condition on the Haar system, and since the map s is open, formula (6) shows that f ? g A C c ðU:V Þ H A.
. The norm k k 1 on A is defined in the same way as in the Hausdor¤ case by formula (3). The full groupoid C Ã -algebra C Ã ðGÞ is defined in the same way as in the Hausdor¤ case: it is the enveloping C Ã -algebra of the Banach Ã-algebra obtained by completion of A with respect to the norm k k 1 .
. In the same way as in the Hausdor¤ case (cf. [17] ), we see that formula (4) defines a bounded operator l x ð f Þ on L 2 ðG x Þ for any f A A and any x A G ð0Þ and that kl x ð f Þkek f k 1 .
. We finally define k k r and C Ã r ðGÞ as in the Hausdor¤ case.
In the case of Example 1.2, a Haar system consists of: the Dirac measure for x 3 x 0 and the Haar measure of G at x ¼ x 0 . The full C Ã -algebra of G consists of pairs ðj; cÞ A C Ã ðGÞ Â CðX Þ such that cðx 0 Þ ¼ eðjÞ, where e denotes the trivial representation of G. The reduced C Ã -algebra of G is the quotient of C Ã ðGÞ under the family of representations l x 0 : ðj; cÞ 7 ! lðjÞ (where l is the left regular representation of G) and, for x 3 x 0 , l x : ðj; cÞ 7 ! cðxÞ. It follows that
We will use the following complement to Lemma 1.3:
Let ðU i Þ i A I be a covering of G by open Hausdor¤ subsets and set
For g A C c ðWÞ we let jðgÞ A A be the function g 7 ! P i gðg; iÞ (this is a finite sum). Lemma 1.3 states that j is onto.
For x A G ð0Þ we put 
Proof.
For every g A C c ðWÞ and every x A G ð0Þ we have (where i A I and g A U i ; the sum is taken over all j's such that g A V j ). Obviously jðg w Þ ¼ f .
To prove a) and b), we will show a 0 ) For every x A X , there exists a partition of the identity w as above such that N f ðxÞ ¼ N g w ðxÞ.
b 0 ) For every e > 0, there exists a partition of the identity w as above such that supfN f ðxÞ;
Hausdor¤; let ðo i Þ be a finite partition of the identity of K adapted to the covering ðU i X KÞ. Apply then b 0 ) replacing f , the U i 's and h byf f :
g and h h: ðg; iÞ 7 ! hðg À1 ; iÞ; we find a partition of the identity w such that
But by construction of g w it follows that N g w e N h . Therefore
From a), it follows that, for every f A A, the function N f is lower semi-continuous.
C. Group valued cocycles. We end this section by examining in which cases a locally compact groupoid with a cocycle is Morita equivalent to a group action.
We first consider a general situation where a Morita equivalence occurs. Recall that the locally compact groupoids G and H with spaces of units X and Y are said to be Morita equivalent if there exists a locally compact groupoid G with space of units X ' Y such that both X and Y meet all G-orbits and the restrictions of G to X and Y are respectively G and H.
A groupoid homomorphism h: G ! H is a Morita equivalence if it is invertible in the category of generalized homomorphisms in the sense of [14] ; this means that there exists a G as above endowed with a continuous section x of s: Let us prove the last statement on Morita equivalence. Obviously, if X ¼ Y and f is the identity, then H ¼ G. In the general case, let X be the disjoint union of X and Y and f 0 : X ! Y be f on X and the identity on Y. The associated groupoid G with space of objects X realizes the desired Morita equivalence, since both X and Y are open subsets of X which meet all the G-orbits.
6. Definition. Let G be a locally compact groupoid, G a locally compact group and r: G ! G a cocycle (a continuous groupoid homomorphism). Set X ¼ G ð0Þ . We will say that the cocycle r is . faithful if the map g 7 ! À rðgÞ; rðgÞ; sðgÞ Á is injective from G into X Â G Â X ;
. closed if the map g 7 ! À rðgÞ; rðgÞ; sðgÞ Á is closed;
. transverse if the map ðg; gÞ 7 ! À grðgÞ; sðgÞ
The cocycle r is faithful and closed, if and only if the map g 7 ! À rðgÞ; rðgÞ; sðgÞ Á is a homeomorphism from G into a closed subset of X Â G Â X .
Note that if the group G is discrete, the cocycle r is transverse if and only if the set ÈÀ rðgÞ; sðgÞ
Let r: G ! G be a faithful, closed and transverse cocycle. On the space G Â X define an equivalence relation by ðg; xÞ @ ðh; yÞ if there exists g A G such that rðgÞ ¼ x, sðgÞ ¼ y and
1.7. Lemma. Let G be a locally compact groupoid, G a locally compact group and r: G ! G be a faithful, closed and transverse cocycle.
a) The quotient map p:
b) The graph fðx; hÞ; x @ hg of @ is closed.
c) The quotient space Y is a locally compact Hausdor¤ space.
d) The formula gðh; xÞ ¼ ðgh; xÞ defines a continuous action of G on Y.
Proof. Denote by j: G Â G ! G Â X the map ðg; gÞ 7 ! À grðgÞ; sðgÞ Á and by c: G ! X Â G Â X the map g 7 ! À rðgÞ; rðgÞ; sðgÞ Á .
It is an open subset of G Â G. The saturation of O for the relation @ is the set p d) The continuous action of G on G Â X by left translation on G obviously permutes the equivalence classes of @. Assertion d) follows. r 1.8. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact groupoid, G a locally compact group and r: G ! G be a faithful, closed and transverse cocycle. There exists a locally compact space Y endowed with a continuous action of G and a homomorphism from G to the groupoid Y c G which is a Morita equivalence.
Proof. Let Y be as above. Recall that the groupoid Y c G is the set
For x A X , let f ðxÞ denote the class of ð1; xÞ in Y. The map h:
is the desired homomorphism. r 1.9. Corollary. Let G; G, and r be as in Theorem 1.7. Then:
a) The groupoid G is Hausdor¤.
b) The C Ã -algebras C Ã ðGÞ and C Ã r ðGÞ are respectively Morita-equivalent to C 0 ðY ÞcG and C 0 ðY Þ c r G.
Proof. Clear from Theorem 1.8. r
Remarks. a) The converse of Theorem 1.8 is also true: if h: G ! Y c G is a homomorphism and a Morita equivalence, one checks easily that its composition with the homomorphism Y c G ! G is faithful, closed and transverse.
b) The closedness condition is not automatic: For instance, let X be a compact space, x 0 A X a non isolated point and G a discrete group. Set H ¼ G Â X À fx 0 g W f1g Â X . It is an open subgroupoid of the groupoid G Â X (see Example 1.2). The associated quotient space Y is not Hausdor¤ in this case: it is actually equal (as a topological space) to the nonHausdor¤ groupoid G described in Example 1.2.
Groupoids and Hilbert modules
The main purpose of this section is to define the groupoid analogue of the regular representation. This is done by associating with a groupoid G a Hilbert module on which C Ã r ðGÞ acts faithfully. Thus giving a concrete picture of C Ã r ðGÞ on a natural space. More precisely, we construct in this section for a groupoid what may be regarded as the Hilbert space L 2 ðGÞ (when G is a group) and its left regular representation. In the case of a groupoid, the space L 2 ðGÞ is no longer a Hilbert space, but rather a Hilbert module over an abelain C Ã -algebra B. If G is Hausdor¤, the algebra B is just the algebra C 0 ðG ð0Þ Þ of continuous complex valued functions vanishing at infinity on the base space of G. In the nonHausdor¤ case, this algebra has to be replaced by a bigger algebra which contains some Borel non continuous functions on G ð0Þ .
We first need a general lemma.
Let A be a C Ã -algebra, E a Hilbert A-module and p: A ! LðHÞ a representation of A. We denote by I p : LðEÞ ! LðE n p HÞ the representation T 7 ! T n 1. 
The lemma follows immediately. r
The Hausdor¤ case. Proof. First note that for x A C c ðGÞ, we have
Then, using the above, we have
Recall that a Hilbert CðX Þ-module E is the space of continuous sections of a continuous field ðE x Þ x A X of Hilbert spaces. An element T of LðEÞ is a (Ã-strongly continuous) field ðT x Þ x A X of operators on the field ðE x Þ x A X , and kTk ¼ sup 
In this way, we may identify C Ã r ðGÞ with l À C Ã ðGÞ Á . It follows:
1. For all f , lð f Þ extends to a bounded operator on L 2 ðG; nÞ.
2. l extends to a Ã-representation of C Ã r ðGÞ. We now examine which modifications should be done.
Let G be a non-Hausdor¤ groupoid and let A be as in section 1. 
A construction of a Hilbert module. Before proceeding we need a Hilbert module construction based on Kasparov's generalized Stinespring theorem ([11]).
Let A be a C Ã -algebra and let E be a vector space with a completely positive A-valued scalar product, i.e. a sesquilinear map E 2 C ðx; hÞ 7 ! hx; hi A A such that for every n-tuple ðx 1 ; . . . ; x n Þ A E n the n Â n matrix ðhx i ; x j iÞ i; j is an element of M n ðAÞ þ . Form the algebraic tensor product E p A of linear spaces and define an A-valued scalar product on the elementary tensors by hx n a; h n bi ¼ a Ã hx; hib ðx; h A E; a; b A AÞ:
This product is obviously A-sesquilinear with respect to the right action of A on E p A given by ðx n aÞb ¼ x n ab. This product is also positive. Indeed, let x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n A E and a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n A A; then
where, h A A n is the column matrix given by a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n and C A M n ðAÞ þ is the matrix ðhx i ; x j iÞ i; j . Hence, E p A with the right action ðx n aÞb ¼ x n ab is a pre-Hilbert Amodule. The Hausdor¤ completion, denoted by E n A, is a Hilbert A-module.
We apply the above construction to the case of a non-Hausdor¤ groupoid G. Given
2.8. Lemma. The inner product hx; hi ¼ ðx Ã ? hÞj X is completely positive.
Proof. Given x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n A A, we must show that for each y A Y , the scalar matrix À hx i ; x j iðyÞ Á is positive. It is therefore enough to see that, for all z 1 ; . . . ; z n A C n and every y A Y we have z; À hx i ðyÞ;
But for all x A X , we have hx; xi À iðxÞ
f 0; the lemma follows by the density of iðX Þ in Y. r Using Lemma 2.8, we form the Hilbert C 0 ðY Þ-module, A n C 0 ðY Þ, as described in 2.7. This module will be denoted by L 2 ðG; nÞ. Of course, if G is Hausdor¤, Y ¼ X and the definitions of L 2 ðG; nÞ coincide.
Lemma.
For each x A X , letx x: C 0 ðY Þ ! C be the character defined bŷ
Proof. We first check that the inner product is preserved. Let x; h A A, f ; g A C 0 ðY Þ and z; w A C. We have hx n f nx x z; h n g nx x wi ¼ zx xðhx n f ; h n giÞw
This shows that U x defines an isometry from L 2 ðG; nÞ nx x C to L 2 ðG x ; n x Þ. Moreover, since G x is a closed Hausdor¤ subset of G, the restriction to G x defines a surjection from A to C c ðG x Þ; it follows that U x is onto. r 2.10. Theorem. There exists a Ã-representation l: C Ã ðGÞ ! L À L 2 ðG; nÞ Á such that, for f ; x A A and g A C 0 ðY Þ we have lð f Þðx n gÞ ¼ ð f ? xÞ n g. For all f A C Ã ðGÞ and for all x A X , we have
In this way, we may identify C Ã r ðGÞ with l À C Ã ðGÞ Á .
For every x A X , we have
Let z A A p C 0 ðY Þ; the norm of T f ðzÞ in L 2 ðG; nÞ is the supremum over
, whose norm is less than k f k r kzk.
In particular, T f extends to a continuous linear map lð f Þ: L 2 ðG; nÞ ! L 2 ðG; nÞ. Furthermore, one sees easily that lð f Þ is adjointable with adjoint lð f Ã Þ.
The above computations show that, for all x A X , we have
iðxÞ ðby density of iðX Þ and Lemma 2:1Þ
¼ sup
11. Corollary. a) Let D H X be such that iðDÞ is dense in iðX Þ, then for every T A C Ã ðGÞ we have kTk r ¼ sup
b) Let m be a probability measure on X, and let iðxÞ A Supp iðmÞ. Then, l x is weakly contained in Ind ið mÞ .
Proof. Clear from Lemma 2.1, and Theorem 2.10. r 2.12. Remark. Let ðV ; F Þ be a minimal foliation. In [7] , it is shown that, if the holonomy groupoid is Hausdor¤, then the C Ã -algebra of ðV ; F Þ is simple. In the nonHausdor¤ case, this is no longer true (cf. [19] ). However, from the proof of [7] and Corollary 2.11 we get:
Let Z H V be the set of points of V with trivial holonomy group. If iðZÞ is dense in iðV Þ, then the foliation C Ã -algebra is simple.
Indeed, let p be a nonzero representation of C Ã ðV ; F Þ and x A Z. It follows from [7] that p weakly contains l x . By Corollary 2.11, the family ðl x Þ x A L is faithful, whence p is faithful.
Applications to inverse semigroups
The relations between inverse semigroups and groupoids are well known. A. Paterson ([16] ) gives an extensive account of the connections between the two theories through their operator algebras.
In particular, with an inverse semigroup S is naturally associated a groupoid G S , such that C Ã ðSÞ G C Ã ðG S Þ and C Ã r ðSÞ G C Ã r ðG S Þ. It turns out that, in the non-Hausdor¤ case there is a small di‰culty in the latter isomorphism that had been overseen. Equipped with the result of section 2, we give a new proof of the isomorphism C Ã ðSÞ G C Ã ðG S Þ and show that, even in the non-Hausdor¤ case, this isomorphism passes to the reduced C Ã -algebras.
Moreover, using Theorem 1.8 and Corollary 1.9, we prove that the full and the reduced C Ã -algebras of an E-unitary inverse semigroup satisfying an extra assumption (see Prop. 3.9) is Morita-equivalent to the crossed product of its maximal group homomorphic image with an abelian C Ã -algebra.
Inverse semigroups. We begin by recalling some basic facts about inverse semigroups.
A semigroup S is called an inverse semigroup if for each u A S, there exists a unique element, denoted by u Ã in S such that uu Ã u ¼ u, and
The set of idempotents E S ¼ fu Ã u A S; u A Sg of S plays a crucial role in the study of inverse semigroups. It is a well known fact that E S is a commutative sub-semigroup of S. Moreover, E S is a semi-lattice under the partial ordering e e f if ef ¼ e.
For u; v A S, set u @ v if there exists e A E S such that eu ¼ ev. This is an equivalence relation on S. The quotient S=@ is a group denoted by G S called the maximal group homomorphic image of S, in that any group homomorphic image of S is a quotient of G S . Let s: S ! G S denote the quotient map. Note that the set E S maps to the identity of G S . For these facts and more on the algebraic theory of inverse semigroups we refer to [9] .
3.1. Lemma. For u; v A S the following conditions are equivalent.
Proof. Note that (i) , (i) 0 and (ii) , (ii) 0 are proved by passing to adjoints; (iii) ) (iii) 0 and (iv) ) (iv) 0 are obvious; (i) ) (iii) (resp. (ii) ) (iv)) is obtained by left (resp. right) multiplication by u; finally, if (iv) 0 (resp. (iii) 0 ) holds, we find
For u; v A S, write u 0 v if one (and hence all) of the equivalent conditions of Lemma 3.1 holds. This is a partial ordering on S.
The C*-algebras of an inverse semigroup. An inverse semigroup S can be represented as a semigroup of partial isometries on a Hilbert space H: a representation of an inverse semigroup S on a Hilbert space H is a map p: S ! LðHÞ such that pðuvÞ ¼ pðuÞpðvÞ, and pðu Ã Þ ¼ pðuÞ Ã .
For f ; g A l 1 ðSÞ, we set
Endowed with these operations, l 1 ðSÞ is a Banach-Ã-algebra. Each representation of S extends linearly to a Ã-representation of l 1 ðSÞ. The enveloping C Ã -algebra of l 1 ðSÞ is called the C Ã -algebra of S and is denoted by C Ã ðSÞ. In particular, there exists a one to one correspondence between the representations of S and those of C Ã ðSÞ.
A very important representation of S, the left regular representation, is
where ðd u Þ u A S denotes the canonical orthonormal basis of l 2 ðSÞ. The extension to l 1 ðSÞ of L is known to be faithful (cf. [22] ), but L is not in general faithful on C Ã ðSÞ. The reduced C Ã -algebra of S is by definition the image of C Ã ðSÞ under L and will be denoted by C Ã r ðSÞ.
The groupoid of an inverse semigroup. We recall a construction which associates with each inverse semigroup S, in a natural and explicit way, a groupoid G. For more on this construction, the basic properties of the groupoid, and examples see [16] .
Let S be an inverse semigroup and E ¼ E S the set of idempotents of S. Let X be the space of multiplicative linear functionals on l 1 ðEÞ with the relative weak Ã -topology. In other words, X is the spectrum of the abelian C Ã -algebra C Ã ðEÞ. We consider the elements of E as continuous functions on X in the obvious way. In fact, each p A E corresponds to the characteristic function of the set
a clopen subset of X. The space X is totally disconnected, locally compact, and Hausdor¤ with the sets F p forming a sub-basis consisting of clopen sets for the topology of X.
Moreover, the semigroup S acts on the space X by local homeomorphisms (i.e. the pair ðX ; SÞ is a localization in the sense of [12] , [16] ) in the following manner. If x A F u Ã u , let u:x be the character e 7 ! xðu Ã euÞ for e A E. Then, u:x A F uu Ã H X and this defines a homeomorphism from F u Ã u onto F uu Ã .
The groupoid of S is the groupoid associated to this pseudogroup of partial homeomorphisms. Namely, letŜ S ¼ fðu; xÞ A S Â X ; ðu Ã uÞðxÞ ¼ 1g with the relative product topology. Define an equivalence relation onŜ S by ðu; xÞ @ ðv; xÞ if there exists e A E such that eðxÞ ¼ 1 and ue ¼ ve.
Let G S be the quotient space of ðŜ S;@Þ equipped with the quotient topology and ðu; xÞ 7 ! g ðu; xÞ ðu; xÞ the quotient map. Then G S is a groupoid with G Embedding S in G S . Each p A E defines an element e p of X by qðe p Þ ¼ 1 if p e q (i.e.
pq ¼ p) and zero otherwise. Furthermore, each u A S defines an element e u ¼ g ðu; e u Ã u Þ ðu; e u Ã u Þ A G S .
Since C 0 ðX Þ ¼ C Ã ðEÞ is generated by E, an element x A X is determined by the set F x ¼ fp A E; pðxÞ ¼ 1g. Conversely, the characteristic function of a nonempty subset F HE such that ðe A F and f A F Þ , e f A F for every e; f A E; is a nonzero character w F of C Ã ðEÞ, and therefore determines an element of X. Moreover, F x is a directed ordered set by p f q if q e p.
We will use the following result-which is a slightly stronger reformulation of Proposition 4.3.1 in [16] .
3.2. Proposition. a) For x A X the net fe p g p A F x converges to x. In particular, fe p g p A E is dense in X. b) For e A E, we have fg A G S ; sðgÞ ¼ e e g ¼ fe u ; u A S; u Ã u ¼ eg.
c) The map u 7 ! e u is an injection with dense range from S into G S .
Proof. a) By definition, C Ã ðEÞ is spanned by the functions p A E. Therefore, there exists p 0 A E such that p 0 ðxÞ 3 0.
Let V be an open neighborhood of x in X. There exist p 1 ; . . . ; p n A E and
H V . Let p be the product of the p i 's from 0 to n. As x A F p i , we find pðxÞ ¼ 1, whence p A F x .
Let e A F x such that p f e;
. as p i f p f e, we have p i ðe e Þ ¼ 1;
. as x A F e nF q j , we find F e , F q j , whence e m q j ; we draw q j ðe e Þ ¼ 0.
It follows that e e A V . Assertion a) follows. b) Let e A E. An element g A G S with source e e is the class of an element ðu; e e Þ with e e u Ã u, and therefore g ¼ e ue . c) If u; v A S are such that u Ã u ¼ v Ã v ¼ e and g ðu; e e Þ ðu; e e Þ ¼ g ðv; e e Þ ðv; e e Þ, then there exists f A E with uf ¼ vf and f ðe e Þ ¼ 1; the last condition yields e e f , therefore
Injectivity of u 7 ! e u follows.
It follows easily from a) and b) that eðSÞ is dense in G S . r Full C*-algebras. We now show that the full C Ã -algebra of an inverse semigroup is equal to the full C Ã -algebra of the associated groupoid. More precisely, we have: It follows from the definition of X, that C 0 ðX Þ may be viewed as the subalgebra C Ã ðEÞ of C Ã ðSÞ. Moreover, for f A C c ðX Þ, pð f Þ is the element f A C c ðX Þ H A H C Ã ðG S Þ: this can be checked for f ¼ p A E. Since the image of p contains C c ðX Þ and the f u , it contains A. Therefore p is onto.
More precisely, the element P
To show that p is injective, we may use [17] , [18] : each representation s of C Ã ðSÞ is a representation of S by partial isometries. The latter, restricts to a representation of E, and therefore to a representation of C c ðX Þ, which defines a measure class m and a measurable field ðH x Þ x A X of Hilbert spaces over X. Each u A U, defines a partial isometry, and looking at its compatibility with the action of CðX Þ, it follows that m is invariant under the partial transformation of X associated with u; moreover, we may disintegrate u to a measurable family V u; x : H x ! H uðxÞ over fx A X ; ðu Ã uÞðxÞ ¼ 1g. We see immediately that ðH; V Þ is a representation of G S in the sense of [17] (cf. [18] for the non-Hausdor¤ case). It follows now straightforwardly from [17] , [18] that s is a representation of C Ã ðG S Þ, i.e. factors through p. r Remark. We may also show in a more direct way the injectivity of p, by using Lemma 1.4. We just need to show that the norm P
is less than or equal to the norm P
(where the norm k k 1 on A is given by formula (3)):
this will show that we have a morphism s: A ! C Ã ðSÞ continuous with respect to the norm k k 1 ; as p s is the inclusion of A H C Ã ðG S Þ, this s will be a Ã-homomorphism of A and will therefore extend to a Ã-homomorphisms s: C Ã ðG S Þ ! C Ã ðSÞ. Looking at generators of C Ã ðSÞ, we find thats s is the inverse of p.
It is therefore enough to show that the norm in C Ã ðSÞ of
where j: C ! C is the function defined by jð0Þ ¼ 0 and jðzÞ ¼ zjzj À1=2 for z 3 0. The fact 
e max sup
Reduced C*-algebras. To establish the isomorphism of the reduced C Ã -algebras, C Ã r ðG S Þ G C Ã r ðSÞ, we will use an equality
A priori, as seen by Example 2.5, this does not follow from the density of E in X ¼ G Proof. Since iðX Þ is dense in Y, it is enough to show that the closure of fiðe p Þ; p A Eg contains iðX Þ.
Let x A X ; we will show with the terminology of Proposition 3.2, that the net À iðe p Þ Á p A F x converges to iðxÞ. One just needs to show that, for all f A C 0 ðY Þ, the net À f À iðe p Þ ÁÁ p A F x converges to f À iðxÞ Á . As C 0 ðY Þ is generated by the set D of restrictions to X of elements of A, it su‰ces to show that for each g A A the net À gðe p Þ Á p A F x converges to gðxÞ.
Moreover, we only need to prove this for elements of the form f j X where f is a continuous function in a compact open set O u ¼ f g ðu; yÞ ðu; yÞ;ŷ yðu Ã uÞ ¼ 1g for some u A S (Lemma 1.3). We may write f ¼ f u g, where g is a continuous function on F u Ã u . Then, for z A X , we have The E-unitary case. Let S be an inverse semigroup S. Denote by s: S ! G S the homomorphism of S onto its maximal group homomorphic image G S .
Recall that S is said to be E-unitary if every element u A S satisfying sðuÞ ¼ 1 is an idempotent of S. This is a very important class of inverse semigroups whose algebraic theory is well developed.
We will show that if S is E-unitary and satisfies certain algebraic condition, then its C Ã -algebras are Morita equivalent to crossed products of its maximal group homomorphic image by a commutative C Ã -algebra.
3.6. Proposition. Let S be an inverse semigroup, G its maximal group homomorphic image and G S its groupoid. a) There is a continuous, transverse cocycle r: G S ! G that maps the class of ðu; xÞ in G S to sðuÞ.
b) The map ðr; sÞ: g 7 ! À rðgÞ; sðgÞ Á from G S to G S Â X is injective if and only if S is Eunitary.
Proof. a) If g ðu; xÞ ðu; xÞ ¼ g ðv; xÞ ðv; xÞ, then for some idempotent e A E, we have ue ¼ ve. Whence, sðuÞ ¼ sðvÞ which shows that r is well defined. It is clear that r is a continuous cocycle. To show that r is transverse, since G S is discrete, we only need to prove that ÈÀ rðgÞ; sðgÞ Á ; g A G S É is an open subset of G S Â X . In other words, it is enough to show that for any g A G S , the set fsðgÞ; g A G S ; rðgÞ ¼ gg is open in X. But fsðgÞ; g A G S ; rðgÞ ¼ gg ¼ S We now give two examples of inverse semigroups. The first is E-unitary but the cocycle r is not closed; the second, is not E unitary, but the cocycle r: G S ! G S is faithful, closed and transverse.
3.12. Examples. a) Let E ¼ fp n ; n A N W fygg with p n p m ¼ p m if n f m. Let G be a locally compact group and define S by S ¼ G Â fp n ; n A Ng W fð1; yÞg:
It is a sub-semigroup of G Â E and therefore it is E-unitary. But the range of the map c is not closed. To see this one notes that X ¼ N W fyg with its natural compact topology (since p y is the identity element of E, X is compact). The range of the map c is fðm; g; mÞ; m A Ng W fðy; 1; yÞg, but the elements ðm; g; mÞ converge to the point ðy; g; yÞ which is not in the range if g 3 1. Notice that, G S G G and for each g A G with g 3 1, S g ¼ fðg; p m Þ; m A Ng which has no upper bound for the relation 0. It follows that S does not satisfy the condition of Proposition 3.9. b) Let A be a set with at least two elements and let S be the union of A Â A and an extra element o. Define the semigroup operations in S by setting ða; bÞðb; cÞ ¼ ða; cÞ and all other products equal to o. One sees immediately that S is an inverse semigroup, ða; bÞ Ã ¼ ðb; aÞ and o Ã ¼ o. Its set of idempotents is E ¼ fða; aÞ; a A Ag W fog. A subset F of E satisfying e f A F , e, f A F either contains o and is therefore equal to E, or it doesn't and therefore can contain only one ða; aÞ. It follows that e: E ! X is onto, whence e: S ! G S is a bijection. It follows that G S identifies with the subgroupoid A Â A W fðo; oÞg of ðA W fogÞ Â ðA W fogÞ. It is obvious, that G S is the trivial group, whence S is not Eunitary. Since X and G are discrete, the cocycle r: G S ! G S is closed and transverse; since G S is a subgroupoid of X Â X , the map ðr; sÞ: G S ! X Â X is one to one, whence r is faithful.
It follows from this second example that we may construct a Morita equivalence G S ! Y c G S in a somewhat more general situation than that of Corollary 3.11. Note that in the case of Corollary 3.11, the Morita equivalence G S ! Y c G S is moreover injective, i.e. X is an open subset of Y.
We end this section with a discussion on a well known class of inverse semigroups for which the transverse cocycle r is faithful and closed and by an algebraic condition equivalent to that of Proposition 3.9. We thus get classes of inverse semigroups whose C Ã -algebras are Morita-equivalent to the crossed product of an abelian C Ã -algebra by their maximal group homomorphic image. F-inverse semigroups. Let S be an inverse semigroup. With the above notation, S is said to be F-inverse, if for every g A G S , the set S g has a maximal element for the partial ordering 0. It is easily seen that an F-inverse semigroup is E-unitary and unital. In the non unital case, Mark Lawson ( [13] ) gave a more general definition of F-inverse semigroups. Keeping our notation, S is said to be F-inverse in the sense of [13] , if it is E-unitary and for every g A G S and every e; f A E, the set eS g f has a maximal element for the partial ordering 0.
The condition of Proposition 3.9 is obviously satisfied for F-inverse semigroups even in the weaker sense.
It is in fact quite easy to express the condition of Proposition 3.9 in the terms of [13] .
To a E-unitary semigroup S is naturally associated a partially ordered set Z: Z is the quotient of G S Â E S by the equivalence relation @ defined by ðg; eÞ F ðh; f Þ if there exists u A S such that sðuÞ ¼ g À1 h, uu Ã ¼ e and u Ã u ¼ f ; denote by g:e A Z the class of ðg; eÞ A G S Â E S . The partial order of Z is given by: g:e 0 h: f if there exists u A S such that sðuÞ ¼ g À1 h, uu Ã ¼ e and u Ã u e f .
Recall that an order ideal of Z is a set I such that, if x A Z and y A I are such that x 0 y then x A I . Any subset A of Z generates an ideal of Z: the smallest order ideal containing A.
Recall (cf. [13] ) that S is F-inverse (in the weaker sense- [13] ) if and only if Z is a semilattice, i.e. if the intersection of two singly generated order ideals is singly generated. It is easy to see that S satisfies the condition of Proposition 3.9 if and only if the intersection of two finitely generated order ideals of Z is finitely generated.
